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The problem of representation cuts across many of the boundaries that
we nonnally think of as demarcating important areas in aesthetics. If painting is
involved, it is perhaps habitual to fIrst think of representation as a conceptually
difficult area in tenns of rn:entieth-century art versus the portraiture of an earlier
period, or in tenns of the California neo-realism of the 1970's versus the abstract
expressionism of the 1940's and 50's.

Thinking of representation in this particular way, however, may prevent
our seeing other sorts of difficult~es with this notion. particularly as applied to
art of the Third World. In a recent review of Carroll's work on horror, Levinson
has noted the interesting use Carroll makes of the Paradox of Fiction.l As
Levinson notes,

The familiar paradox of fiction is cast with specific reference to movie
horror monsters. in which we, as mOVIegoers in possession of our sense,
don't believe, and our ostensible fear and revulsion toward them, in the
absence of behavioral inclinations of the sort such emotions appear to

. 2
'reqUITe.

r would like to suggest that there is a similar paradox at work with
respect to at least some aspects of representation. One hesitates to allude to it
as "the paradox of representation", since it affects only a small portion of that
which ordinarily might be thought to be representational, and since representation
is itself a troublesome notion. Nevertheless, even a cursory look at many areas
of Third World art and the traditional art of the ancients familiarizes ~s with
the crux of the dilemma: how can we make sense of the notion of representation
when what is allegedly represented is either a mythological entity, or an entity
about whom we know so little mstorically that the notice of accurate representation
is moot ? r will suggest here. uncontroversially perhaps, that representation is
best thought of as a continuum, with the representational art of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, or even of the post-Renaissance period in general, not
on a par with purportedly representational art of an earlier period.

But this merely b-ighlights the other respect in which tms conundImn
mirrors the paradox that Levinson sets out for us in his discussion of Carroll's

/
The Philosophy of Horror. The question is not only-or even not irnportantly--
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whether some piece of art is representational. TIle question is now we can "believe
in" so to speak, the intrinsically representational properties of a piece the referent
of which we are not familiar with. Intriguingly enough, this particular set of
problems may not reach its zenith for the mythological figure; clearly, the most
serious level of difficulty accrues to the portrayal of all historical figure about
whom we know little.

In the following I will contrast the art, both painted and sculpted, of
two differing periods and cultures. As exemplary of the difficulties posed by
representative art. portrayulg historical figures about whom little is known, I will
use examples from the Tell el-Amarna site in Egypt, geographic locale of the
court of Akhenaton, the revolutionary Egyptian Pharaoh who succeeded Amenhotep
III. Since one of Akhenaton's daughters married Tutankhamen, we know more
about this general period than about many others in the pre-Christian era. I will
offset the class of philosophical problems posed by such art with those derivable
from art depicting figures purely mythological. For the latter I will utilize a set
of examples taken !Tom the Hindu art of India, much of it rock relief of the
first millennium A.D. by contrasting these two sorts of artifacts, we have sufficient
paradigmatic material to work on the peculiar paradoxes or puzzles generated by
the representation of that with which we are unacquaillted.

The notion of representation, at its most fundamental level, would seem
to be related to the notion of likeness or miInesis. A representation of somethillg,
at least on one view, is supposed to be recognizable lines, slashes and patches
of color, we have more and more difficulty ill comillg to grips with the notion
of likeness. We may assume that the artist entitles a work "Mme. Meursan" not
because the paintulg bears any relationship to the actual appearance of said person
(ill our hypothetical case), but because Mme. Meursan evokes ill the artist some
set of emotions to which he or she is giving vent, and so forth.

Now the representational art of much of the ancients presents us with
a somewhat different problem. We are presented with work which obviously
depicts human figures, and ill many cases we are told which figures, or are
given enough subsidiary illfonnation that, because of costumes, ornaments, placing
and so forth, we can guess which figures. But how can we know that anything
sucJ1 as a likeness of the actual figure has been obtained? And if the sculpture,
relief, frieze or pailltillg is far enough away !Tom what would count as a likeness
on a sort of God's-eye view of representation, then what prevents our labeling
the work nonrepresentational, fictitious, mythological and the like? These questions
might not be perplexing were it not for the fact that we do frequently find
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ourseh'es in the position of being told that a certain work of art IS a likeness
of an important figure from a given historical period.

At Tell el-Amarna and Karnak, sites in Egypt for the court of Akhenaton,
the Pharaoh whose worship.of Aton is widely regarded as the first for mutated
monotheism, numerous reliefs and statues depict the King as a somewhat physically
unusual figure. Because of the enonnous amount of literature on ancient Egypt,
the importance of Egyptology as one of the first "Orientalist" disciplines, and
the unique role of Akhenation in religious history, a large commentary on the
appearance of the King and members of his family has grown up, with the
interesting corollary that depictions of him seem to have been taken as more-or-Iess
accurate, Sir Alan Gardiner; one of the foremost British Egyptologists of this
century, writes:

A son of more unlikely an appearance than A menophis IV IA menhotep
IV [A menhotep IV, Akhenaton's name before he changed it to signify
his new worship] could hardly have been born to altogether normal
parents. Though his earliest monuments do not present his features and
figure as markedly different from those of any earlier Egyptian prince,
the representations of only a few years later provide us with frankly
hideous portraits the general fidelity of which cannot be doubted, The
elongated head slopes forward from a long thin neck; the face is narrow 3

On wonders about the move from " the general fidelity of which cannot
be doubted" to the description following, and yet Gardiner's commentary is
standard along these lines.

Now at this point it would seem to be important to note that there are
philosophical problems surrounding the notion of representation simpliciter that
do not necessarily help in the case I am making here. Although I have treated
the notion of representationas if it were straightforwardlyrelated to the concept
of resemblance, not all philosophers have been willing to make such an assertion.
Some interpretations of Goodman's work. for example, have sought to emphasize
how Goodman attempts to divorce the two notions4. And if an art form focuses
too much on "resemblance", as it were, there is some hesitation about attributing
to it the power of representationality. Robert Wicks, in his essay "Photography
as a Representational Art", summarizes one position on photography in this way:

For example, Roger Scruton asserts... not that photography fails to be
.an art, but that photography's mechanical nature prevents it from being
an art of representation...
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Accordin~ to Scruton, an aesthetic interest in representation is impossible
with rt'~ard to an ideal photograph. Since an ideal photo1=-rraphpertectly
reproduct's an object's \ isual appearance, and merely duplicates what we
set' with the naked eye. he belie\'es that an ideal photo!,.rraphcannot say
anything about its subject.';

Wilks ~oes on to counter this line of argument, but it is clear that,
accordin~ to some, too great a resemblance between an object and a work of
art precludes the notion of representation because it ob\'iates the possibility of
the kind of layered interpretation' \\;hich we th.ink of as being signiticant in art.
By the same token, as ",'e have seen, if there is so little resemblance that
recognition is not possible, the notion of representation begins to break down.

But these problems are not primarily what is troubling us here. What
is troubling us, I am arguing, is that in many cases it is understood from the
outset, particularly with historical tigures, that there is some notion of resemblance
invol\'ed in representation, and the question then is--how much'! To retum to
Gardil~er's commentary on Akhenaton, ,he seems to take it for granted that the
representations of the Pharaoh are, in tact close likenesses, and it seems to be
comparati\'e!y unprob~ematic for him-or for other Egyptologists--that, save for a
death mask (in itself problematic) we do no really know what Akhenaton looked
Iike.1>

II

Insofar as Akhenaton is concemed, we might want to say that part of
the difticulty with which we are grappling is just an instance of the general
diniculty with work on the ancient cultures writ small. as it were. The contretemps
surrounding our notions of reconstructing the past have been shoved under the
rubric of philosophy of archaeology, and much work has already been done on
this general problem.? But what is particularly peculiar about the Egyptian
Pharaohs, for example, and what lends credence to the notion that we are
explicating a "paradox of representation" analogous to Carroll's paradox of tiction,
is that some of the likenesses or representations are deemed to be better. from
the standpoint of resemblance, than others. Not only, then, do we have a situation
in which it is assumed that the representations bear a physical resemblance to
the Pharaoh, but it is also assumed that one or more can serve as a standard
against which the others- representationally- can be judged. Flinders Petrie writes
of "...need[ing].;,. correct images for llis [Akhenaton's] kl1 '" Gardiner writes,
comparing one se( of stell1e to another, that the " appearance of all tliese persons
is as different from what can be seen in the rest of the tomb as can well be
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imagined.911Here images of Akhenaton. and indeed his family. are squared off
against images constructed prior to the religious revolution.

Now part of the difficulty here is that, if one wen~ not enamored of
the notion of resemblance, and if one took a stand similar to Scruton's as
articulated by Wicks, one could get out of aU of this by tossing the notion of
representation back to the symbolic. Here resemblance no longer counts; as Dickie
has noted

...a work of art is by defmition an iconic symbol of human feeling 1o

But, as I have claimed, the standard commentary on the ancients does
in fact assert that resemblance is at work here. So the conundnun so far is
twofold: (I) contra theorists like Scruton and Goodman, there does seem, intuitively,
to be some relationship between the concepts of resemblance and representation;
(2) given that some degree of resemblance does indeed adhere to the notion of
representation (even if we cannot precisely articulate its range), in our problematic
cases of Akhenaton and his family some standard of representation is taken as
being paradigmatic without our being able to specify adequately the conditions
under which it should be so taken.

Some light may be shed on this puzzling duo of difficult areas by
considering the notion of convention with regard to the representation of ethnic
types, emotional- states, etc., in the arts. Here the notion of standard becomes
clearer. In discussing, for example, various stage Ophelas, Charney and Charney
note:

No external sign of madness is more familiar and more often repeated
than that of a woman with her hair down, virtually an emblem of
madness on the Elizabethan stage. Ophelia, for example, who merely
enters 'distracted' in the Folio stage direction... in the 'Bad' Quarto of
1603 comes on stage 'playing a lute, and her hair down singing...
We are grateful to the bad quarts for giving us stage directions that
seem to record contemporary stage business, directions that are missing
in the more formal texts... Instead of being 'pu! up', her hair has been
let down' II.

Granted that tlris is a case of representation of a concept, so to speak,
instead of a person, we have to ask how it is that a concept came to be so
highly marked, as it were. It is, of course, an empirical matter-emotionally
distraught persons simply behaved in a cettain way in Elizabethan and Renaissance
times, and note made of this, over a long period, resulted in a certain convention
with regard to the representation of this derangement.
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The. parallel case with AkhenatQn would ha\e to entail that empirical
e\ld::IKe about his appearance crept into the representations in such a way that
:zerMm features of them became standard. But the cases are not really parallel,
.f" ;:ourse- that is the difficulty. The feature that are appreciated in th~ case of

female distraction" are general features; in the case of Ak11enaton, they are not.
\\"hat wouJd be necessary in the case of Akhenaton-and what we do not have-is
some standard which we could be sure would serve. Failing, of course, a
photoi,.Tfaph,we would need perhaps more than one life mask, Of detailed written
accowlts from his contemporaries, and so on. Flinders Petrie and Gardiner seem
to suppose that we have such knowledge; we do not. The paradox of representation
leaves us with figures of Akhenaton which might be much closer to the portrayals
of mythological entities than we are inclined' to think

III

If it could be argued that there were a paradox of representation with
regard to the mythological, it might fW1along these Jines. Given that \ye have
accepted some degree of relationship between resemblance and representation,
how can one make sense of the notion of representation of a mythological entity?
How can one make sense of the notion of representation with regard to something
that does not exist?

The paradox, if paradox there be, is particuJarly pointed when we
remember that we have just finished making the point that a core puzzle for the
historical fii,.1Ufeswas the seeming acceptance of a notion of standard. Still one
more citation in tills regard-this one taken from the catalog of the widely"cited
MOMA "High ~d Low"- reminds us of this point.

The history of caricature and modem painting and sculpture is a story
of evolutionary transformation: a sophisticated and fully developed art
form which had previously been allowed to do only one thing [represent]
was made to do another, and a new. kind of social institution grew up
around that newly-altered form.12

So it would seem that the mythological presents us with a nearly
insurmountable difficulty, since it does not have the sort of visual history to
back it up which the object of caricature has. But I argue that the situation is
the other way around. The case of the factious is more analogous to the case
of a concept, like the Elizabethan concept of madness. Here the build-up of
associations 'is what saves the situation. The conno~tional aspects are the standard.

In the art of India, Shiva Nataraja- Shiva in his guise as Lord of the
Dance is a common, perhaps too-frequently-rendered, figure. Naive village beliefs
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about am(dr,\' and incamations aside. there is, so to speak. no Shi\'a. And yet
the build-up of semantic intention (l leave philosophy of language aside here)
surrounding his name is such that we do ha\'e a nonnative measure of what is
constitutive of Shiva's appearaJlcf Precise]; because Shiva is mythological, we
can come to t-Tfeaterantecedent agreemei1l about a portrayal of Shiva than we
can about the Tell el- Amama figlires.

Here is Ananda Coomaraswamy on Shi\'a Nataraja:

Among the greatest of the nm .es of Shi\a is Natar~a, Lord of Dancers
or King of Actors. ll1e Cf':,i.lOSis His theater, there are many different
steps 'in his repertory. He Himself is actor :U1daudience How many
various dances of Shiva 0.re known to his \\'orshippers I cannot say.

No doubt the root idea behind all of these daJ1Cesis more-or-Iess OIie
and the SaJ11e. the manifestation of primal rhy1hmic energy.] ~

He is usually depicted holding a trident. aJ1d with a crescent moon in
his hair. 14 He sometimes is depicted as a halved figure with his consort the
goddess Parvati in one of her \'arious maJ1ifestation:, as his ot~'lerhalf. The' figure
is so highly stylized and so utterly conventionalized that he is instantly recognIzable
to someone from the subcontinent. Benjamin P,:>wland.one of the leading figures
ill Asian art history of the earlier part uf thIs century. writes of the stone relief
"Descent of the GaJ1ges" at Mahabalipuram near Madras:

ll1e greatest achievement of the Pallava sculptors was the car\ing of an
enonnous grartj{e.poulder on the seashore with a representation of the
Descent of the Ganges [from the head of Shiva] from the Himalayas...
We have here a perfect illustration of the dualism persistent in Indian
art ,betv\:een aJ1 intensi\'e naturalism and the conception of divine tanns
acc6rding to the principles of an appropriately abstract canon of propor-
tions

],

So the notion of representation tums out to be complex in ways that
are difficult to elucidate. An alembicated account of the notion rewals that. if
one can buy the non-GoodmaJ1ian assertion that resemblance ,U1drepresentation
do indeed ha\'e some conceptual relationship, representations of actual figures for

'
hom we ha\'e no standard (a prJotograph or detailed written account) are actually

more difficult analytically thaJ1representations of contemporary figures or m)1ho-
logical figures. ll1e intuitive routing of our concept of representation to the notion
of resemblance renders opaque any account. for eXaJnple. of what a repre~entation
of Akhenaton aJ110untsto.
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Stil1 one more example helps us come to grips \vith my point about the
mtention adhering to the notion of the my1hoiogiccLifigure. In their sumptuous
51i1J11 }""ars of tll(' Art .1( fmlill.1h Bussagli and Sivaramall1urti show tigure after
tigure which. if not \iI1u.111)il1disijnguish~':1le10 the Western eye. detncw3trate
'little noticeable diffe1ence. On p206 of the te"t. tOI instance. we are SIl0\\11a
bronze from medie\'al Eastern

. ,dia which looks very much like the bronz~s of

Vishnu or anyone of innumerable other Hindu deities, Y~t we are told.
auth<)fitati\c!y. that this is a depiction of the pre-Vedic god Surya. One is able
to make this distinction. accordin\! to the text. because. amon\! other reasons. he
is surrounded by' ...blol)jjng 10~lses [which] symbolize the

~

rising sun.tl17 We

are more certain. epi~temical1y. of the mythological referent of the. statue than
we are of the reliability of the representations of Akhenaton, and yet there is
no uncertainty about the actual existence of the iconoclastic Pharaoh.

IV

In this paper I ha\'e attempted to :nake the some\vhat recondite argument
that representation is a continuum. and that like many such continua, its ends,
so to speak. have. more in common than either end has with its middle. If the
r:')tions of representation ~.nd resemblance are conceptually related. as many want
Ie claim. then the' difficulties that we have with historical figures from very early
pe'iods are of a completely different de~rree ;han \hl:' difticulties that we have
with either more contemporary tigures or with, tictitiou.,:;figures, In a way, the
apparent difficulties mirror some of the initial cOiHme\lLuy made in philosophy
of language on classical versus causal theories of reference. 111e classical theory
asks us to accept that we determine the ret~rent via the encrusted semantic
intention associated with a given name, 111eproblem. as Kripke and others pointed
out. is that we cannot be absolutely certain that the propositions generated by
the semantic build-up are actually true of the referent in question.l~ We want
to believe that they are true. but they may not be. TI1e very fact that they may
potentially be discontirnled shakes our notion of what it is that is constitutive
of the notion of ret~ren(e,

111ep.lral1elwith the problematic introduced by the pUI1raitureof Akhenaton
IS quite striking. Akhenaton an:! Shi\'a do not have the same ontological status.
Precisely because Akhenat0n was once a human being who walked the t:'lce of
the earth as we do today. it shGuld. in principle. be possible to obtain a close
account of his app~arance. if en:! one had adequate evidence. Because one never
knows what evidence mig~lIacc.rue. 1nd epistemological conundrum is constructed
\vhenever. salis the evidence, we attempt to take one relief. one depiction, one
statue as definitive,
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What the Hindu tradition refers to as "Shiva" is according to la Heinrich
Zimmer and Joseph Campbell, a sophisticated projection of our awareness of Our
mortality, the passage of time, and the cyclical nature of perishable things. And
yet the depiction of this mythological entity, who like BrentaJ10's unicorn has
intentional inexistence, is one surer footing epistemically and is conventionalized
in the same way that the Renaissance madwoman is conventionalized. Stonewall
Jackson and Andy Warhol, like Akhenaton, are not fictional entities. Because
they lived during the era of photol:,'Taphy(and, in Jackson's case, of a tradition
of meticulous written description) representation of them does not present us with
the same sorts of conceptual difficulties. I can recognize Stonewall Jackson portrait
at Virginia Military Institute or Washington and Lee University not only because
I have seen his photograph but because volwninous commentary on the Civil
War has provided me with other referential criteria.

At the opening of this paper I commented on Levinson's application of
the notion of paradox to Carroll's work on horror, and noted that a similar sort
of paradox might be thought to adhere to representation. I will close by citing
still one more analogy. In his recent book on visual form, Robert Sowers writes
of the relationship between primary colors on a color wheel and primary modalities,
such as painting, sctflpture and architecture in the visual arfs.19 His point is that
one rarely obtains the purely sculptural, the purely architectural, and so forth.
The space- articulating capacities of the Taj Mahal are viewed in another way
when the intricate Islamic tile composition of much of the walls is viewed at
close range. So, I conclude, should we think about the notion of representation.
The portions of the spectrum here are similar to those on a color wheel, and
similar to the articulated modalities of the visual arts. Although the pure case is
rare and perhaps nonexistent thinking about the various forms and modes taken
by representation helps us illwninate important areas in aesthetics and the visual
arts.
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